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THE SCHOOL OF LIFE IS DEDICATED TO Discovering LIFE'S BIG QUESTIONS IN HIGHLY-PORTABLE
PAPERBACKS, FEATURING FRENCH FLAPS AND DECKLE EDGES, THAT THE BRAND NEW YORK
TIMES CALLS "DAMNABLY CUTE." WE DON'T HAVE ALL OF THE ANSWERS, BUT WE WILL DIRECT
YOU TOWARDS A NUMBER OF USEFUL IDEAS THAT ARE GUARANTEED TO STIMULATE, PROVOKE,
AND CONSOLE. She argues that if we can recognize growing older as an unavoidable part of the
individual condition, then your great challenge of ageing actually is none additional than the task
of living. In How exactly to Age, learn how ageing isn't about your wardrobe or conditioning, but
a dedication to live fully at every age group and stage of existence. In How to Age, sociologist and
award-earning journalist Anne Karpf urges us to radically change our narrative.Exploring just
how our outlook upon ageing is historically motivated and culturally described, Karpf draws
upon revealing case studies to suggest just how ageing can be an actively enriching period of
immense growth.Culture has a deep fear of ageing, and showing your age is increasingly one of
our most pervasive taboos. Later years in modern life is widely considered either a time of
inevitable decline or something to end up being resisted, denied or conquer.
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Clear, thoughtful introduction to age Those looking for a typical self-help book with bullet points
& The remedial parts, where in fact the solutions are provided, are just ludicrous. Very
enlightening Great book! A careful and subtly triumphant guideline to reprogramming our minds
to radically accept reduction however, not decline. a reflective study of the clichés & realities of
ageing. It doesn't presume to possess all the answers (although it offers many intelligent ideas as
excellent starting points) -- rather, it invites the readers to re-consider their notions of age, that
have been probably absorbed from well-known culture & never really examined or questioned.
Much of what she says might seem like common sense ... Generally it is a fairly interesting
publication on a hard subject. and regardless, thinking that one already knows these things often
means that they're overlooked & It gives me pause. The important thing to eliminate from these
pages is normally that her thoughts are a starting, and that people should do a good amount of
contemplation ourselves. Growing old is a universal actuality, yet so many are unprepared for
this, fearing it, loathing it, buying in to the well-known misconceptions of it. . even more wisely
about any of it. Recommended! A difficult subject The book starts out well and the writing is
fairly elegant.? but as we know, common sense isn't always so common; You shouldn't be fooled
by the name. This is a waste of time. More of a synopsis about the aging process. Great book! If
so, are going to missing something very good indeed. Extremely enlightening, even for someone
like me who believed I was alert to ageism in every its forms, but acquired much more to learn. I
am sharing this publication with everyone I know, and also those I don't--because we have so
very much further to move as a culture/culture with regards to educating people. More of this
needed - Great read - Thank you Anna Karpf I found this publication inspiring and full of further
references to more reading and research. Ugh! I liked it, it offered me comfort and ease, and
confidence to continue to believe that somewhere out there are still thoughtful, thinking
individuals who not only have brains but use them! We are in need of more books and details
such as this, everyone gets old, it isn't a disease, it is not awful, it's component of lifestyle that
has nearly become taboo. You need to behave yourself and "take action your actual age" but
never dread - if you must express your individuality, it really is "allowable" to become eccentric but you must not really ever think of yourself as "youthful.. What? Four Stars Really enjoyed the
book!), nonetheless it is about reframing stuff and realizing that we have been aging since day
time 1. And at every turn in existence there are losses and debilities, not only after we pass
middle age group. So far I'm liking the book quite definitely. go unexplored consequently. I
haven't finished the reserve yet (sidetracked by another reserve! Want to get more of the life
span series. It sounds cliche, nonetheless it is nothing short of lifechanging . This reserve might
help you to start thinking in different ways & . What Anne Karpf has written works as both
personal essay & Actually, that's one of the lifechanging recommendations that Karpf posits after
presenting enough evidence: loss, inevitable within our narratives of life, does not dictate
decline. No, says the writer, I am performing all of this in a sad and ridiculous attempt to defeat
the dreaded aging process and maintain myself in a state of denial.Karpf confronts many
unspoken poisons lurking inside our Western notions of aging on these pages, and she initiates
healing.?" Not helpful The title seemed engaging as to learning new approaches that might help
in everyone's ageing process, however a really historical review almost university assignment
-like of the problem. Nothing brand-new was learned. Disappointing episodic reviews of how
aging is perceived by societies ... Disappointing episodic reports of how aging is normally
perceived by societies and famous people, with little emperical evidence and essentially no
insights beyond the most obvious. The obvious is not enough. Was more upset on the subject of
Aging WHEN I finished. Tempted to hurl this against the wall structure with all the current

strength my 58 year old arm can muster. From someone just beginning to uncover the anti-age
messages for everyone out there under western culture, it included refreshing, intelligent and
profound tidbits.? But, as it works out, the interview was concerned with the thought of "ageism,"
which intrigues me but is only the diagnostic area of the publication. how-to steps will most
likely find this small but rich quantity disappointing. The author thinks that the just "correct" way
to age group is to "Remember YOU NEED TO Die" and simply accept that decrepit and ugly is
your Fate and it is Beautiful. I haven't finished the publication yet (sidetracked by another book ."
For goodness sake! All this time I was beneath the impression that visiting the gym 6 times a
week, doing yoga exercises, meditating, eating well, keeping my mind active, and engaging with
other folks were just being done because I've ALWAYS done them. Reduction can, in fact, refine
or even improve..?? Probably I'd have liked even more about the grieving procedure and much
less about how exactly society treats outdated people. I heard an interview with the author on
NPR and was intrigued. This is definitely in the right Series: "the institution of life. Given that I
think of it, think I will take away the second star. It is not a "How to" book at all. Five Stars
interesting reading for an 80 yr old.
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